My First Year with the Dice and Meeting Howard Rock n Roller
by Onemoreshot
On Sunday night Rojer, Herby, and I were shooting at the Sheraton in Tunica, Ms. and in
walks Howard Rock N Roller. We are all at the table and Howard got the dice. Then a magical
moment in my dice life happened, Howard rolled and rolled, and rolled some more.
During his hand a few suits showed up to watch and make sure everything was on the up
and up. This did not faze Howard and he kept on rolling and rolling. All of a sudden Howard says
to one of the suits hey it looks like you guys are going to run out of chips pretty soon. I looked and
could hardly believe my eyes; sure enough the area in front of the boxman was just about empty.
Mostly it was filled with dust and little rings on the felt made by piles of chips laying there probably
for years. Those chips would probably still be laying there if it wasn’t for Howard. The head suite
looked at Howard and said, "You just keep rolling and let me worry about the chips". Now that is
a casino I want to play in, since that night the Sheraton has been one of my favorite Tunica
casinos.
Sure enough in a few minutes a couple of security guys showed up with trays of chips.
These chips were placed in the center of the table and spread around a little, but it didn’t bother
Howard. To say that Howard was in that much talked about zone would be an understatement. I
am not sure how long Howard rolled. I wished I had kept track of the time or the number of
numbers rolled that night, but at that point in my dice career I had never seen a true dice
controller working. I was just excited and couldn’t believe my eyes as number after number
appeared. Howard’s roll had to be an hour plus and if I had to guess maybe 50 or more numbers.
Since that night I have been in love with Howard. He is the nicest guy you will ever meet and the
best dice controller I have ever seen. Howard helped teach me to be a controlled shooter and
later that week I would have the good fortune to cause a casino, The Grand, to bring more chips
during one of my rolls. It is a great feeling and one that I hope all will enjoy.

